
Iron Marines

**About Iron Marines**

Iron Marines is a real-time strategy game set in space. Players must train troops, fight in thrilling

battles against powerful opponents, and protect their bases from enemy attacks.

In Iron Marines you command a strong force of Iron Marines, one of the most powerful heroes in

space. In this space adventure, you need to put together a strong force and go on epic battles with

them. Only with well-trained fighters, strong weapons, and a good strategy can you defeat your

enemies quickly and effectively. In addition to fighting on the battlefield, the protection and

defense of your own base are of great importance. To protect your base from enemy attacks, you

must equip it with powerful defensive towers or other defense facilities. Complete numerous

missions, defeat particularly strong bosses and improve your squad steadily. If your strategy and

your fighting power are right, you will soon rule the entire space with the Iron Marines.

**Iron Marines - Features:** 

- Protect your base: An important task in Iron Marines is the defense of your own base. To prevent

your opponents from taking the base, defense facilities and defense towers are important. Equip

your defense towers with powerful weapons and shoot at your opponents with missiles, lasers or

bullets. That's the only way you can keep them away from your base.

- Fights in epic battles: In addition to the defense of your own base, especially the fight is an

important part of the game. You have a total of 14 campaign missions to complete, each requiring

a different strategy and troop line-up. Choose the strongest heroes of the universe, equip your

troop with powerful weapons and defeat your enemies quickly and effectively. In many missions,

you will also encounter particularly strong bosses. To defeat them, a clever strategy and a troop of

strong heroes are required.

- Complete 10 special operations: If you have completed all campaign missions, you can prove

your skills in ten particularly difficult special operations. In these missions, you will encounter

completely new opponents. Can you survive the challenging missions?

- Improve your troops: In order to defeat strong opponents and armies, it is important that your

troop is improved steadily. When you equip your troop with powerful weapons such as defensive

drones, napalm missiles, or special explosions, you will definitely win the battle.

Conclusion: Iron Marines is a fast-paced real-time strategy game, which is absolutely

recommendable not only for space fans.


